
Composition Book 

1st Quarter Mid-term 

Due- Sep 20th (A Day) / Sep 23rd (B Day) 

Make sure your name and period is on the outside and inside cover! 

You must turn in a Composition Notebook.  Do not turn in a 3-ring binder, spiral bound, loose paper, or 

other format.  You can purchase a Composition Notebook at Wal-Mart for 50 cents. 

-You should number all pages (front and back).  

-The first 5-pages are reserved for your table of contents.  After that you may organize your comp book however 

you would like.  You may want to divide your book into sections.  We will use these books for things like, Write to 

Learns/ Vocabulary/ Grammar/ Notes/ and possibly other topics.  If you do organize your book in sections, leave 

20-25 pages for Write to Learns and also for Grammar.  Set aside 10 pages for Vocabulary words and also for 

Notes.  

Here is what you should have for your first Composition Book: 

1) Table of Contents letting me know what pages I can find each item.  (If your Write to Learns are all 

together, just write “Write to Learns 1-4” pages 6-11. 

2) Vocabulary words and definitions: Argument, Analyze, Ethos, Pathos, Logos 

3) Write to Learns (4 of them): 

Write to Learn #1 

Part A 

Do you have any plans to continue your education after high school? Why?  How serious are you about 

your decision?  Why?  What type of school?  What school? 

Part B 

Write 2 truths and 1 lie about yourself. 

Write to Learn #2 

What are your dreams for the future? 

Write to Learn #3 

What is argument?  Why is it helpful to have this skill?    

List examples when you could use this skill: 

What is analytical or to analyze?  Why is it helpful to have this skill?   

List examples when you could use this skill: 

Write to Learn #4 

What are your thoughts about September 11, 2001? 


